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Of the few myths that I have been able to collect from the Tzotziles of Huixtán and San Andrés, the majority are concerned with stories of devils or evil spirits. This myth was related to me by Miguel Martínez, a resident of the paraje of Yolon Basom, in the municipio of Huixtán. It is interesting to note that in these stories the human characters outwit the evil spirits in some miraculous way. In real life, however, the evil spirits are believed to be much more powerful than humans, and are feared greatly.

Some of the common beliefs among the huixtecos come out in this story. Evil spirits are believed not only to bother people as they go about their daily work, but to eat them. The soul inhabiting the body is essential to life. If the soul is separated from the body, it must be called back in order for life to continue. When a Huixtec woman goes with her small child to visit in another home, as she rises to leave, she calls the soul of her child to follow, otherwise she believes it remains there and her child will die as a result.

The story may be summarized as follows: People say there were many evil spirits long ago. The story is told that one day when some boys were herding their cows or sheep, an evil spirit threw dirt at them. They were afraid as it was not evident where it came from. One thought he saw wind, another fire. They decided to grab the evil spirit and throw fire and a whirlwind at him. The evil spirit’s body was burned as a result.
and he ended up in the sea. So even young boys can get the better of evil spirits and so let the evil spirits beware.

Another story heard is that the evil spirits stole a woman when she was washing her corn early in the morning. The spirits put her in a deep pit where she gave birth every night. Her children were little evil spirits. When people came to pull her out of the pit in response to her cry for help, her offspring tried to prevent her leaving, but were unsuccessful. Unfortunately her soul stayed in the pit and so she did not live long afterwards.

The story-teller does not seem to have as much faith in the evil spirits as his ancestors did.

---

**TEXT**


---

**INTERLINEAR TRANSLATION**

1. in past many simply the devil here in world, said the people. 2. there-were young boys they-were-herding. 3. came the devil, coming he frightened the young boys. He threw dirt at them, thus they-feared the young boys. 4. did they-throw-at him dirt, thus they-feared the young boys. 5. did they-

---

**FREE TRANSLATION**

"Long ago there were a lot of devils here on the earth," the people said. There were some young boys herding (oxen or sheep). The devil came, he came and scared the young boys. He threw dirt at them so the young boys were
say the young boys: what you-see you, said it-is-reported the young boys that they-talked-about. 6. I wind I-see, he-said. 7. the one, fire I-see, he-said. 8. let's grab the devil so, let's-give-him going returning-wind, let's-throw-him in deep-water, said the young boys that they-talked-about. 9. thus went the devil. 10. did they-throw-him entering in deep-water. 11. and the devil did he-say: not (emphatic) you-will-tease the young boys. 12. wise (emphatic) those. 13. did they-give-me returning-wind and fire. 14. look you-see, it-burned the my-body, said it-is-reported the devil. 15. therefore did he-say the devil: not (emphatic) you-will tease young boys, said the devil that they-talked-about. 16. there-were it-is-reported also did they-say that many the devil here. 17. did they-steal going one woman. 18. she-was-washing it-is-reported her cooked-corn at early-morn.
19. did they-put-her-into in very-deep-pit. 20. there she-lived seemingly. 21. there when he-came-out going at early-morn the devil, going he-looked for his-food. 22. because he-looks-for coming people he-eats.

23. thus the woman there she-stayed. 24. each night was-born her-offspring it-is-reported the woman that they-tell-about. 25. when the thus they-said, when having-come-out already going the devil, shouted the woman. 26. she shouted-at people. 27. there-were travellers-to-Las-Casas near road Las-Casas thus going they-took-out the woman. 28. did they-take woven-leather-thong, did they-throw-it-to-her down, thus came-out the woman. 29. the her offspring the woman it-is-reported the young devils that they-tell-about, half pit already coming they-pulled down coming the their-mother, said the people. 30. when she-came-out coming early in the morning. They put her into a deep hole. There she lived, seemingly. She was there when the devil went out early in the morning to look for food. It was because he was looking for people to eat.

So the woman stayed there. They say that every night a child was born to the woman. When it was as they said, when the devil had gone out, the woman yelled. She called to people. There were some going to Las Casas near the road to Las Casas, so they went and took out the woman. They brought a long twined leather thong, they threw it down to her, thus the woman got out. The woman's children, what they say were the little devils, "they came half way up the deep hole to drag down their mother," the people say. "When the woman got out,
the woman, not many days she-arrived on earth, here it-is-reported died the woman because stayed her-soul in very-deep-pit, they-said. 31. thus did they-hear. 32. many the devils here in past. 33. now the god did he-threw going right-up-to the its-roots sky the devil. 34. now there-are-not-any now devils here. 35. not thus in past. 36. many devils, much we were lost going, many eats-us the devil, said the people. 37. it thus did I-hear.

she was not here many days on earth (when) the woman died here they say because her soul stayed in the deep hole,” they said. Thus they heard.

There were many devils here long ago. Now God has sent away to the end of the earth (the roots of heaven) the devil. Now there are not any devils here. It was not so a long time ago. There were a lot of devils, a lot of us were lost, the devils ate a lot of us,” the people said.

It is thus I heard it.